
Dear Friend,

I’ve got to say, your incredible support during the election campaign was the greatest 
highlight for me.

As you know, Advance Australia is barely six months old.  

So, to see friends like you rally collectively over the course of the campaign, and already  
half-fill our $150,000 Fighting Fund to push back on the radical left-wing activist 
organisations … is nothing short of astounding.  

I can’t overstate the difference you made. Each element of our election strategy – online, Captain GetUp!, billboards, printed 
materials, canvassing calls – was only made possible as Australians like you went “all in” with your financial support.

As a movement, you and I cut our teeth this election – and what a debut it was! 

Together, we played an integral part in seeing Australia vote down a looming radical left-wing agenda threatening our 
mainstream values and freedoms. 

And yet, despite this most significant win, our work is not done.

Radical left-wing activist organisations are trying harder than ever to change our Australian way of life to fit their worldview.

Elites, academics and activists believe they know better than us – they’re hellbent on more power for themselves and  
less freedom for mainstream Australians.

That’s why it’s critical that you and I ensure your voice for a fair-go is heard loud and clear: for the 
preservation of the freedom, economic stability, and security of Australia. 

In the coming months, I’ll be in touch with opportunities to help you get involved in the defence of mainstream  
Australian values and freedoms.

To have your say now, I’m inviting you to complete a survey at advanceaustralia.org.au/post_election_members_
survey, which will help me find out what’s important to you.

In the meantime, please check out my personal message of thanks for your support at advanceaustralia.org.au/
federal_election_impact.

Together, we’re making a difference.

Gerard Benedet
National Director, Advance Australia

FROM GERARD TO YOU

SIGN OUR ONLINE PETITION TODAY 
TO PROTECT YOUR FREEDOM
Free speech – a vital element of our democracy – is facing extinction.

Most people would agree that having the freedom to speak your mind 
is synonymous with a well-functioning, free and democratic society.

It’s one of the central principles that sets western civilisation apart from 
restrictive regimes like those in China, North Korea, Venezuela and 
Cuba.

And yet, like never before, the unthinkable is increasingly happening: 
free speech is being infringed upon by minority groups, elites, public 
policy and virtue signalling organisations.

Look no further than the now-famous case of Israel Folau – the ... 
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Have you seen ‘Wake Up to  
Get Up!’? Our new documentary 
exposes how GetUp! is covertly 
changing our institutions and  
way of life.

Taking you behind the scenes, we  
explain how the organisation operates  
and aggressively pursues their agenda  
of militant political correctness, radical  
anti-business and anti-family policies.

Visit www.wakeuptogetup.com to view how 
your best interests are being put in jeopardy, 
and what you can do about it.

BE SURE  
TO WATCH 

‘WAKE  
UP TO  
GET UP!’

SPEAK UP NOW  
TO ‘SAVE FREE 
SPEECH’
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The recent federal election has been hailed as a 
‘miracle’ and for good reason.

The stakes couldn’t have been higher. We were on the 
brink of seeing a nationwide green-light for the radical 
left-wing agenda of Labor’s backroom factions – the 
militant Unions, Greens, and GetUp!

The media, the polls – all signs pointed to a radical left-
wing win.  

But thanks to your support, we held the line together 
against the unions and radical left-wing activist 
organisations seeking to desecrate our mainstream 
values and freedoms.

Flying in the face of their deep pockets and union-
funded armies, your investment enabled Advance 
Australia to use every medium we could get our hands 
on – digital, film and field – to get the word out to 
voters about what Labor’s policies really meant.  

It was your powerful multi-tiered support that helped 
contain the influence of the radical left-wing activist 
organisations and defend our mainstream Australian 
values.

You’ve helped curb the rise of political correctness, 
the tribalism of identity politics, the intolerance of 
debate, the silencing of dissent and the trashing of our 
institutions … for now. 

And with your ongoing support, we’ll continue to hold 
the line together.

You can visit advanceaustralia.org.au/federal_
election_impact to view Gerard Benedet’s personal 
message of thanks for your support.

Your support of Advance Australia is helping to  
build a strong media presence where your voice is 
being heard. Check out these media mentions and  
see how Advance Australia is standing up for your 
mainstream values.

Mr Benedet said he 
opposed GetUp!’s “hit 
list” approach but that his 
members desired for the 
group to “hold left-wing 
activists to account” and to 
“support MPs who are under 
attack”.

Mr Benedet said Advance 
Australia would continue 
to grow after this federal 

election, but that it would not become a political party.
(Source www.afr.com Get-Up and Advance Australia go head-to-head, April 23, 2019)

“They’ve been found out 
this campaign because 
of the additional pressure 
they’ve felt from having a 
group like Advance Australia 
holding them to account.”

He says their cartoon 
characters Captain GetUp! 
and Freddy Foreign Money 
have been key in reaching 
the Australian public.

“[They’re] deliberately designed to grab attention 
and to highlight to people GetUp!’s radical left-wing 
agenda.

“It’s an unusual bit of political satire, Captain GetUp!, 
but he’s been travelling around the seats where 
GetUp! are helping Labor and Greens MPs undermine 
mainstream Coalition MPs.”
(Source: www.2gb.com The man taking on GetUp says ‘they’ve been found out’, May 16, 2019)

YOUR VOICE FOR A FAIR-GO  
IS HEARD IN THE MEDIA

Thank you to all the amazing volunteers who spoke to voters and distributed flyers like 
those seen below left.

SPEAK UP NOW TO ‘SAVE FREE SPEECH’ (CONT...)

... latest in a long line of those who have lost their job, 
their livelihood, their entire career ... all for speaking out.

Professor Peter Ridd, three Queensland University of 
Technology students (Alex Wood, Calum Thwaites and 
Jackson Powell), the late Bill Leak, and Julian Porteous 
are just some who have paid the price. The rise in the 
weaponisation of 18C* of the Racial Discrimination Act 
1975 means that your free speech is under attack.

*18C is a blocker of free speech;  
an overarching catch-all law that effectively makes 
it unlawful to “offend”. Given “offense” is entirely 
subjective, 18C has disastrous repercussions for 
free speech, enabling anyone who feels offended 
on the basis of a minority characteristic to land 
their “offender” in court.

Our nation is at a crossroads.  

Most Australians will tell you everyone should have the 
right of free speech. As a democratic nation, we also 
support a person’s right to agree or disagree. Both 
rights are an essential part of our culture and tradition, 
foundational to our values and our freedoms.

But the politically correct brigade is increasingly 
bullying our society into abiding by their code of 
conduct – enforcing what’s “socially acceptable” by 
their standards, and publicly punishing dissenters.  

Make no mistake – it’s calculated; they’re making an 
example of Folau, Professor Peter Ridd and others. 
The bedrock of their scare campaign is the underlying, 
unspoken  threat: “This is what will happen to you if 
you dare defy us.”

Friend, either we stand up and demand a fair-go for 
free speech now or we watch it go to ruin, case by 
case.  

If you believe everyone should be free to speak their 
mind without fear of job loss or a fine, defend free 
speech today by signing our petition.

You’ll find the ‘Save Free Speech’ petition online 
at advanceaustralia.org.au/save_free_speech. By 
adding your name to this online petition today, 
you’ll help draw a line in the sand to protect your 
freedom of speech.

YOU HELPED MAKE

THIS A MIRACLE 
ELECTION

WOULD  
YOU  
VOTE  
FOR A  
BULLY?

Edmund Barton, Australia’s first Prime Minister from 1901–1903, knew that  
making our nation prosper as a cohesive society required everyone to get  
involved. He famously said:

   “Creating a nation requires the will of the people.”

That’s why he not only played a pivotal role in achieving Federation but also  
forged the first federal ministry … out of rival colonial leaders. 

Thanks to Barton, the idea of being “all in” has been part of Australian culture  
from its inception.

And like Barton, Advance Australia knows it’s vital for everyone to participate in the 
protection of the shared values that drive a stable society and good  
government forward. Those values include:

1   The ability to speak, think and associate freely. 

2   A single legal system for all. 

3   The protection of foundational institutions and ideals. 

4   A competitive and growing economy. 

5   A self-reliant nation with strong alliances.

Thank you for going “all in” to advance Australia through  
your generous support!

THANKS FOR GOING “ALL IN”  
TO ADVANCE OUR NATION
YOU’RE FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS  
OF THIS GREAT AUSTRALIAN
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